THE   UNIVERSE	F4
The sun itself is a dense roughly spherical
mass of glowing matter 865 000 miles across
Its heat is so Intense that the atoms are split into
eparated electrons and nuclei (see P10) and
matter m such a state is called plasma At the
sun s centre the temperature has the ununagm
able value of about 13 million degrees Centigrade
(a coil fire is about 800 O) Under such condi
tiona the atomic nuclei frequently collide with
one another at great speeds and reactions occur
between them The sun consists largely of
hydrogen and in tbe verv hot plasma the nuclei
of hydrogen atoms interact by a series of reactions
whose net result is to turn hydrogen into helium.
This is a process which release0 energy just as
burmnK does only these nuclear processes are in
comparably more energetic than ordinary burn
me In fact the eaergj released is great enough
to be the source of all the light and heat which the
sun has been pouring into space for thousands of
millions of years
Emeroing from the sun and streaming past the
earth is a. solar wind of fast moving electrons
and protons (see P10) whose motion is closely
linked with the behavioui of an extensive mag
netie field based on che sub In fact the region
round the sun and extending far into space past
thp earth is full of complex fluctuating particle
streams and magnetic fields which interact with
planetary atmospheres causing among other
auroras and magnetic storms
Stars
In colour brightness age and size the sun is
typical of vast numbers of other stars Only from
the human point of view is there anything special
about the sun—it is near enough to give us life
Even the possession of a system of revolving
planets is not according to some modem views
very unusual
No star can radiate energy at the rate the sun
does without undergoing internal changes in the
course of tune Consequently stars evolve and
old processes in them give nse to new The exact
nature of stellar evolution—so far as it is at
present understood—would be too complex to
describe here m any detail It involves expan
sion and contraction changes of temperature
changes of colour and changes in chemical com
position as the nuclear processes gradually
venerate new chemical elements by reactions such
as the conversion of hydrogen to helium helium to
neon neon to magnesium and so on The speed
of evolution changes from time to time but is in
any case very slow compared with the pace of
terrestrial life nothing very dramatic mar occur
for hundreds of millions of years Evidence for
the various phases of evolution is therefore
obtained by studying many stars each at a differ
ent stage of its life Thus astronomers recognise
many types with charmingly descriptive names
such as blue giants sub giants red and white
dwarfs supergiants
The path of stellar evolution may be marked by
various explosive events One of these which
occurs m sufficiently large stars is an enormous
explosion m which a substantial amount of the
star is blown away into space in the form of high
speed streams of gas J?or about a fortnight suoh
an exploding star will radiate energy 200 million
times as fast as the sun Japanese and Chinese
(but not Western) astronomers recorded such an
occurrence in. A d 1054 and the exploding gases
now called the Crab nebula can still be seen in
powerful telescopes and form a cloud six or seven
light years across While it lasts the explosion
shows up as an abnormally bright star and is
called a supernova
 THE  WORLD   OF  SCIENCE
Catherine wheel This system of stars is physical
;y connected by gravitational forces and moves
ihrough space as a whole it is called a oalaxy
The galaxy is about 10° light vears a.cross and
contains roughly 10" stars An inconspicuous
one of these stars near the edge of the wheel is our
sun the prominent stars m our night sky ore
members of the galaxy that happen to be rather
near us Sinus the brightest is only 8 6 hght
years a,way a trivial distance astronomically
speaking
The galaxy does not contain stars only there are
also clouds of gas and dust particularly m the
plane of the galaxy Much of the gas is hydrogen
and its detection ib difficult However gaseous
hydrogen gives out radio waves with a wave
length of 21 cm Radio telescopes are just the
instruments to receive these and workers in
Holland America and Australia detected the gas
clouds by this means In 1962 they found that
the hydrogen clouds he in the spiral arms of the
galaxy and this is some of the strongest evidence
for the spiral form
Another important feature of the galactic scene
is the weal but enormously extensive mapuetic
field This is believed to have an intimate con
nection with the spiral structure
Around the spiral arms and forming part of the
galaxy are numerous globular clusters of stars
These are roughly spherical abnormally denselv
packed collections of stars with many thousands
of members Because of its form and density a
globular cluster may be assumed to have been
formed in one process not star by star Thus all
its stars ore the same age This is of great interest
to astronomers because they can study differences
between stars of similar age but different si/es
Galaxies
One might be forgiven for assuming that such
a vast sj stem as the galaxy is m fact the universe
but this is not so In the constellation of Andro
meda is a famous object which on close exanu
nation turns out to be another galaxy of size and
structure similar to our own Its distance is
given in the table (F7) The Milky Way the
Andromeda Kebula and a few other smaller
galaxies form a cluster of galaxies called the Local
Group Obviously it would not be so named
except to distinguish it from other distinct groups
and it is indeed a tact that the universe is popu
lated with growps or cluster* of galaxies A
cluster may contain two or three galaxies but
some contain thousands So far as the eye of
the telescope and camera can see there are
clusters of galaxies
On a photograph a galaxy Is a nebulous blob
without the hard outline that a single star pro
duces Such nebulise were formerly thought to
be Inside the Milky Way but after controversy it
was established that many of them were separate
distant galaxies By about 1920 it was known
that there were at least half a million galaxies
and with the advent of the 100 In Mt Wilson
telescope this number rose to 10° and is being
increased further by the 200 m telescope which
can see out to a distance of 7 X 10' light years
Through the powerful telescopes the nearer
galaxies reveal their Inner structures Photo-
graphs of galaxies are among the most beautiful
and fascinating photographs ever taken and
readers who have never seen one should hasten to
the nearest illustrated astronomy book Eecent
careful co operation between optical and radio
astronomers has revealed that some very remote
galaxies are strong sources of radio waves
Sometimes these radio galaxies have unusual
structures suggestive of violent disturbance
 
Groups of Stars
It is not surprising that'ancient peoples saw
pictures in the sky The constellations however
are not physically connected groups of stars but
just happen to be patterns visible from earth A
conspicuous exception to thia is the Milky Way
which a telescope resolves into many millions of
separate stars If we could view the Milky Way
from avast distance andsee it as a whole we should
observe a rather flat wheel of stars with spiral
arms something hke the sparks of a rotating
 The Expanding Universe
Two discoveries about galaxies are of the utmost
importance One is that by and large clusters
of galaxies are uniformly distributed through the
universe The other is that the distant galaxies
are receding from us
How is this known? Many readers may be
familiar with tbe Doppler effect first discovered in
1842 Suppose a stationary body emits waves of
any kind and we measure their wavelength find
ing it to be L ins Now suppose the body

